
Limited Quantity Boutiques 
Coordinated collections of Bulk Papers, 

Stickers, and Embellishments. 

First Ship:  April 15, 2010 



Sweet Bloom Boutique 

•  Great Consumer feedback!   
• “I like the concept of mixing of the floral patterns with the geometric shapes.” 

• “LOVE the grid and lined pages. I would totally purchase these.” 

• “ Please make more ledger/lined paper/vintage looks like this!!  Darling colors and 
patterns, I would buy this one!!” 



Sweet Bloom Boutique 

Merchandising Strategy 
• Colorbök Standard Sizes make it 
easier to build a strong planogram. 
• Lots of Stickers and Embellishments  
to drive sales volume.   
• Design is all-occasion and can 
coordinate with other collections. 
• Plenty of Paper items beginning at    
a reasonable $4.99 SRP.   

Innovative “must have” items: 
• Transparency Frames – easily add 
decorative flair without ruining the photo 

• Photo Corners – they’re layered, and 
the designs will work with other collections 



Sweet Bloom Embellishments 

•  Cute embellishments 
at reasonable retails. 

•  All items – including 
epoxy “rain dot” style 
stickers and gems – are 
designed to work with 
many collections! 

60312 61100 61101 

60311 60310 60302 



•  Specialty-treated stickers with foil and glitter, as well as clear 
stickers for use with a variety of scrapbook pages and projects. 

Sweet Bloom Stickers 

60301 60309 61806 61089 61090 61091 61807 61092 61088 60306 



•  Irresistible flowers and 
paisleys create cute accents 
for paper crafting projects.  
•  Transparency frames dress 
up any photo in a flash. 

Sweet Bloom Stickers & Accents 

60300 60298 61093 60296 61804 60297 

61096 61095 61099 

61098 61097 



•  The Album, Papers and Punchouts 
coordinate with other Sweet Bloom 
items, but they have an all-occasion 
design that will work with many 
collections. 

Sweet Bloom Papers & Album 

8 x 8 

60568 61094 

60299 61102 60314 60313 61103 60315 



Woodhaven Boutique 

Great consumer feedback!   
•  “The new take on the family tree is very unique and I like the tie in with the birds.” 
•  “Birds? Did you say birds? And frames? Of course I love this!” 
•  “I love every single thing about these! The colors are just spectacular, the designs 
are perfect because you've got some simple, some complicated.” 



Woodhaven Boutique 
Merchandising Strategy 
• Colorbök Standard Sizes make it 
easier to build a strong planogram. 
• Lots of Stickers and Embellishments  
to drive sales volume.   
• All-occasion design with an emphasis 
on family themes. 
• Plenty of Paper items beginning at    
a reasonable $4.99 SRP.   

Innovative “must have” items: 
• Clear Stamps – coordinate with the 
boutique or use for cardmaking or 
scrapbooking. 
• Jumbo Chipboard Accent – add 
visual impact to a page in a flash! 



Woodhaven Embellishments 

•  Add dimension to 
your projects with 
these embellishments.    

61118 60293 60294 

60292 61117 60288 



Woodhaven Stickers 

•  Clear and foil-stamped 
stickers to coordinate with 
this or other collections in on-
trend brown & teal colors. 

61124 61107 61108 61109 61110 61111 61123 60367 



Woodhaven Stickers & Accents 

• A wide variety of stickers and accents to 
complete your project in style. 

61125 61113 61112 

61106 61166 60290 60289 61104 61105 

60369 60361 60365 

61116 61115 



Woodhaven Papers 

•  Specialty papers and 
punchouts form a great 
base for meaningful 
scrapbook pages. 

8 x 8 

61114 61119 60291 60295 

61121 61122 61120 



Taking Flight Boutique 



Taking Flight Boutique 

Merchandising Strategy: 
• Specialty Stickers and Embellishments 
drive sales volume.   
• Mix of basics like Alpha stickers and 
Specialty items like brad tops and 
gems. 

New Heidi Grace “must have” formats! 
• Raw Chipboard Alphas – so many 
uses!  Decorate with paper, ink, or 
paint. 
• Transparency Overlays – dress up a 
photo instantly with iconic Heidi Grace 
doodles! 



Taking Flight Embellishments 

•  Dress up your paper crafting project with these cute embellishments.  
Check out the rub-ons with epoxy “dew drops” ! 

60928 
60925 60926 

60927 60929 60930 60924 



Taking Flight Rub-ons & Stickers 

• Lots of specialty items, including rub-ons with foil treatment, flocked 
and epoxy stickers 

60938 60939 60940 60941 

60948 01-004723 61430 60942 01-004724 



Taking Flight Stickers & Accents 

• You’re covered with both the basics like borders and alphas, 
and specialty items like 3-D embellishments and jumbo 
chipboard accents. 

60984 60949 60977 60983 60958 60959 60978 60960 



Taking Flight Album & Papers 

• Album? Check.  Papers? 
Check.  Punchouts? Check. 
Great design? Absolutely! 

8 x 8 

60992 60996 60957 60976 60982 

60988 60989 60995 60993 



Sweet Whimsy Boutique 



Sweet Whimsy Boutique 

Merchandising Strategy: 
• Specialized Stickers, Rub-Ons and 
Embellishments drive sales volume 
• Mix of basics like Alpha stickers and 
Specialty items like metal dots and 
foil-treated rub-ons. 

New Heidi Grace “must have”  items! 
• Large Specialty Chipboard Accents 
– add dimension and drama to your 
page 

• Transparency Overlays – dress up 
your photos with whimsical Heidi Grace 
design 



Sweet Whimsy Embellishments 

• Add dimension to your page with flowers, photo corners and metal 
dots.  Designs are universal to coordinate with many collections. 

60933 60935 60936 60931 60934 60932 60937 



Sweet Whimsy Rubons & Stickers 

• Great variety of stickers 
and rub-ons to coordinate 
with Sweet Whimsy or 
other collections. 

60953 60956 60954 60947 60946 

60945 60944 60943 



Sweet Whimsy Stickers & Accents 

60972 

60973 60974 60979 

60986 60955 60985 60980 

• A range of basic stickers like borders and alphas, and specialty 
items like glitter 3-D embellishments and jumbo chipboard accents. 



Sweet Whimsy Papers & Album 

• Begin your project with a 
great Album, basic and 
specialty Papers, and 
Punchouts.  Check out 
the die-cut fairy paper! 

8 x 8 

60975  60994  60998  60981  60990  

60987  60991  60997  


